Abstract：In this article, we found three problems that exists in tax administration process through the analysis of the connotation of tax management and the status quo of China's current tax management, such as, the construction of the rule of law is not sound and the tax law system is not perfect, the subject is not clear and the relationship between the power and responsibility is vague, the governance pattern is backward and the policy transparency is low. On this basis, found some relevant solutions. On the one hand, we should perfect the tax law system makes the tax authority in the process of law enforcement to better adhere to the tax revenue legal principle, speed up transformation of the functions of the tax authority, on the other hand, should also blamed on taxpayers, perfect the public engagement for tax activities. Even more it should also promote the scientific nature of tax governance, promote the compliance of citizens' tax laws, improve and establish credit system, rationally use science and technology, and properly carry out information sharing. It is hoped that through these methods, we can promote the modernization of China's tax governance capacity. 
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